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Abstract— In order to enable a team of robots to operate suc-
cessfully, retrieving accurate relative transformation between
robots is the fundamental requirement. So far, most research
on relative localization mainly focus on geometry features
such as points, lines and planes. To address this problem,
collaborative semantic map matching is proposed to perform
semantic perception and relative localization. This paper per-
forms semantic perception, probabilistic data association and
nonlinear optimization within an integrated framework. Since
the voxel correspondence between partial maps is a hidden
variable, a probabilistic semantic data association algorithm is
proposed based on Expectation-Maximization. Instead of spec-
ifying hard geometry data association, semantic and geometry
association are jointly updated and estimated. The experimental
verification on Semantic KITTI benchmarks demonstrate the
improved robustness and accuracy.

I. INTRODUCTION

The collaborative operation of a group of robots has
attracted significant attention, attempts have been made to
resolve relative localization [1], collaborative 3D mapping
[2], and formation control [3]. Among them, retrieving the
accurate relative localization between robots is the most
critical, which is obtained by matching the local maps of
neighboring robots. Existing works in map matching thus
far have relied on geometry features such as plane [4], lines
[5], and points [6]. Recently, semantic mapping has attracted
increasing attention [7]. Semantic map consists of geometry
mapping and semantic information , which provides high
level semantic information for map matching. This paper
moves one step forward by focusing on collaborative prob-
abilistic semantic map matching.

In general, collaborative map matching attempts to calcu-
late the relative transformation matrix between neighboring
robots by matching the 3D local maps. Current map matching
approaches only unitize geometry information [1], [6], [8]
and ignore high-level semantic information. Since 3D map
is highly compressed from raw sensor data, the available
semantic information should be modeled and combined into
the registration process. Nevertheless, latest collaborative
semantic mapping research has focused on combining local
maps into a global representation [9], and not on how
semantic information can improve the relative localization
accuracy between robots.
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Fig. 1. Demonstration of semantic map matching with the collaborative
robot system developed by ourselves, the experimental site is inside the
university campus.

In the large community of data registration, dense scan
registration algorithms such as ICP [10], NDT [11], GICP
[12] are related to map matching. However, there are fun-
damental differences as they work on different data levels.
Dense scan registration aims to estimate the transformation
between successive raw sensor scans on single robot level,
while map matching works for large 3D local maps on
collaborative robots level. Therefore, scan registration is
operated on dense raw data, which is essentially sample of
continuous surfaces. In the mapping process, multiple scans
are integrated to generate discontinuous and voxelized 3D
maps. In addition, dense scan registration does not consider
communication. However, it’s not feasible to transmit raw
sensor data between robots with limited bandwidth. There-
fore, semantic map matching is considered as a promising
way to estimate relative transformation. Fig. 1 illustrates an
example of semantic map matching in an outdoor scene.

This paper bridges the gap between the advances in
geometry map matching that rely on pure geometry features,
and those in semantic map merging, focusing on semantic
information integration. The key novelty of this work is the
mathematical modeling of the overall collaborative semantic
map matching (COSEM) problem and the derivation of
its probability decomposition. More specifically, this paper
proposes a semantic data association strategy based on
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Expectation-Maximization to jointly estimate semantic and
geometry associations.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
reviews the related work. Section III gives an overview of
the proposed framework. Section IV explains the theoretical
basis for collaborative semantic map matching. Section V
shows the experimental procedures and results. Section VI
concludes this paper and discusses future work.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, the paper first gives an overview of single
robot semantic mapping, and then introduces recent work on
collaborative geometry map matching.

A. Single Robot Semantic Mapping

Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) is ini-
tially proposed to address robot localization and mapping
problem in unknown environment [13]. As described in Sec.
I, there are essentially differences between SLAM and map
matching. Therefore, SLAM will not be discussed in depth.
In this paper, we only utilize SLAM to estimate odometry
and generate local map for each single robot.

With the fast development of deep learning, it becomes
possible to obtain the semantic information by applying CNN
models. Deeplab [14], at present, is one of the best model that
has excellent performance in semantic segmentation. Since
semantic information is also important for environmental
perception [15], [16] integrates the semantic information into
mapping process. Regarding the reconstruction of moving
objects, [17] incrementally fuses sensor observations into a
consistent semantic map. More recently, a semantic mapping
system [18] is presented that uses object-level entities to
construct semantic objects and integrate them into the frame-
work. Aforementioned approaches promote the development
of single robot semantic mapping, but collaborative semantic
map matching is still an open problem.

B. Collaborative Geometry Map Matching

For a group of robots in arbitrary and GPS-denied envi-
ronments, the fundamental challenge is to perceive the envi-
ronment and estimate relative transformation between robots
[19]. The complexity of the problem comes at modeling
the environment, extracting proper features and calculating
transformations, while reducing communication and compu-
tational burden.

With the widespread application of 3D sensors, 3D geom-
etry matching has received extensive attention. [1] provides
a detailed evaluation of different registration algorithms
for geometry map matching. For 3D occupancy mapping,
[6] proposes multirobot 3-D mapping merging algorithm
with octree-based occupancy grids. [20] applies submap
matching approach for indoor/ outdoor robots mapping. To
incorporate high-level structure information, [5] proposes a
hierarchical map matching framework. However, they all
use the same type of sensors. In the unstructured environ-
ment, heterogeneous sensors (Lidar, cameras) are needed

Fig. 2. The framework of collaborative semantic map matching.

to fully understand the environment. Therefore, a multiple
data association strategy is proposed for heterogeneous map
matching in [8]. To further address map matching in day and
night environment, [2] has proposed a thermal camera-Lidar
collaborative mapping framework based on multi-modal en-
vironment perception. In summary, the above algorithms
have made great contributions to the problem of geometry
map matching. In summary, a novel system framework and
theoretical formula for semantic map matching is desired.

III. THE FRAMEWORK OF COLLABORATIVE SEMANTIC
MAP MATCHING

The overview of the system architecture is depicted in
Figure 2, where the framework consists of two modules:
single robot semantic mapping and collaborative semantic
map matching. Single robot semantic mapping is at the local
mapping level, each robot builds its own semantic map based
on multimodal semantic information fusion. Collaborative
semantic map matching is at the global map level, the robots
communicate with each other to transmit and fuse the local
semantic maps into a global semantic map.

Single Robot Level Definition: For each robot r, the
objective is to estimate its local semantic map Mr given
its camera observations I1:t

r , 3D laser observations L1:t
r and

robot trajectory x1:t
r .

p(Mr|I1:t
r ,L1:t

r ,x1:t
r ) (1)

In single robot level, raw sensor data I1:t
r and L1:t

r serves as
the input. First, the multimodal information fusion algorithm
is applied to generate semantic point cloud [21]. Then, the
semantic point cloud is used to generate local semantic map,
and the output is single robot semantic map Mr (see IV-A).

Collaborative Robots Level Definition: The objective is
to estimate the relative transformation matrix Tr given a set
of semantic local maps M(r,Rr) from neighboring robots Rr.

p(T|Mr,Φrn∈Rr(Mrn)) (2)

In collaborative robots level, each robot r is assumed
to have estimated its semantic map Mr based on local
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Fig. 3. Flowchart of single robot semantic mapping.

observations. Robot r receives the local maps Mrn from all
the nearby robots rn ∈ Rr. Given the received local maps,
Expectation-Maximization algorithm is applied to estimate
the transformation matrix by making use of semantic infor-
mation (see IV-B and IV-C).

IV. COLLABORATIVE SEMANTIC MAP MATCHING

This section presents detailed collaborative semantic map
matching framework, which is divided into three subsections,
i.e., single robot semantic mapping, collaborative semantic
map matching and Expectation-Maximization.

A. Single Robot Semantic Mapping

The input for collaborative semantic map matching is
the local maps generated by each robot. In this paper, the
semantic 3D mapping approach utilize a vision camera and
a 3D Lidar as its sensing units. Firstly, the vision camera and
3D Lidar are calibrated to the same coordinate frame [21].
Then, the images are processed by Deeplab model [22] to
obtain semantic images, which outputs 19 semantic classes.
Following by that, the semantic image is projected to the
Lidar coordinate frame to generate semantic point cloud,
which serves as the direct input for semantic mapping mod-
ule. Finally, we update occupancy probability and semantic
label probability to generate local semantic maps [23].

B. Collaborative Semantic Map Matching

In (2), the formulation is defined as a set of local maps.
Since in real applications, each robot r receives partial
maps sequentially, which means the relative transformation
estimation is a serial process. Therefore, we simplify the
input as the current robot map Mr and latest incoming
map Ms from neighboring robots. We define each map
Mr = {Mi

r}
NMr
i=1 , where NMr is the number of voxels in

map Mr. For the matching of two maps Mr and Ms, the
problem can be described as estimating the most likely
relative transformation matrix T by matching the two partial
geometry maps Mr and Ms. To achieve that, Mr is fixed as
the model map, and another map Ms is used as the scene

map, where the rigid transformation T transforms Ms to
Mr coordinate system. T ∈ SE(3) is a rigid transformation
matrix with rotation matrix R∈ SO(3) and translation vector
t ∈ R3. The maximum a posterior (MAP) estimate T̂ of the
transformation matrix T is formulated as:

T̂ = max
T

log p(T|Mr,Ms) (3)

To solve this parameter maximization problem, we first
model transformation matrix T as a 6D random variable.
Then, T can be modeled as a multivariate Gaussian distribu-
tion, where T ∼ (TMAP,TΣMAP). The MAP estimate is then
factorized into the product of maximum likelihood estimation
(MLE) and prior estimation in (4).

p(T|Mr,Ms) = p(Mr|T,Ms) · p(T) (4)

where term p(Mr|T,Ms) is a common maximum likelihood
estimation (MLE) problem. p(T) denotes the prior informa-
tion, which can be given by high-level feature descriptors or
GPS information. If no prior transformation matrix is given,
the prior distribution is assumed to be a uniform distribution.
Here, we assume that the prior transformation matrix is given
and we can focus on solving the MLE problem.

To estimate T̂, voxel-wise correspondences need to be
established. The main difference between geometry map
matching and semantic map matching is how they establish
correspondences. Previous work on geometry match only
defines each voxel Mi

r in 3D geometry map as Mi
r = {mi

r},
where mi

r denotes the geometry coordinate. Here, we redefine
the voxel as Mi

r = {mi
r, l

i
r}. li

r represents the semantic label,
which refers to the maximum probability of an element
from a finite set of discrete class labels L = {l1, l2, · · ·}.
Here, we have geometry feature mi

r ∈ R3 in 3D space and
semantic feature li

r ∈ R1 in 1D space. The error metric over
p(Mr|T,Ms) can be reformulated as a nonlinear optimization
problem with respect to the random variable T (see (5)).

T̂ = max
T

log p(Mr|T,Ms) (5)

(5) estimates the parameter T̂ that maximizes the overlap
between map T and map Ms. However, (5) can’t be solved
directly, the data association between voxels need to be
estimated firstly.

C. Expectation-Maximization

Since the voxel correspondence is not known a prior,
we have to infer the hidden data association. We introduce
D = {di, j}

Nmr
i=1 to denote the set of all correspondence be-

tween map Mr and Ms. Let di, j denote the correspondence
relationship between voxel Mi

r and voxel M j
s , such that

di = j signifies that voxel Mi
r corresponds to voxel M j

s .
Then, (5) can be rewritten into the form of Expectation-
Maxization problem in (6)-(6), where D is the set of hidden
data associations.

T̂, D̂ = max
T,D ∑

di∈D
p(D|T,Mr,Ms)[logp(Mr|T,D,Ms)] (6)
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(a) The matching results on Semantic KITTI 00 dataset. Both algorithms converge to a global minimum. In contrast, COSEM converges much faster.

(b) The matching results on Semantic KITTI 02 dataset. COSEM converges to a global minimum, but GICP falls into a local minimum.

Fig. 4. The results of semantic map matching accuracy in two datasets, where COSEM is compared with GICP.

EM has the advantage of assigning probabilistic data
association and update iteratively, rather than assigning hard
decisions. To achieve that, there are two steps for EM: E-
step efficiently estimates the hidden variables by evaluating
the expectation, while the M-step solves the transformation
matrix based on E-step using optimization algorithms. First,
given the transformation matrix Tk of last step, the MLE
of data association D̂k+1 is computed. Then, given D̂k+1, the
MLE of transformation matrix T̂k+1 is updated. This process
will be performed iteratively until the convergence threshold
is met.

1) Semantic Data Association: traditional geometry map
matching approaches usually perform nearest neighbor
search of Euclidean distance or match geometry hand-crafted
features. Here, we introduce semantic association to increase
the data association accuracy and avoid ambiguity.

d̂k+1 = max
di

∏
i∈NMr

∑
di∈D

p(di|mi
r,m

j
s , T̂

k)︸ ︷︷ ︸
geometry association

p(li
r, l

j
s |di,mi

r,m
j
s , T̂

k)︸ ︷︷ ︸
semantic association

(7)

As defined in (7), the E-step is factorized into two steps,
geometry association and semantic association. In geometry
association process, each voxel performs nearest neighbor
search. The semantic association then updates the probability
of matching voxels belong to the same semantic label.

We introduce ωi = e−||m
j
s− f (T,mi

r)||2Σg to measure the weight
of the corresponding pairs, which is the negative power of

the distance metric between m j
s and mi

r.

p(di|mi
r,m

j
s , T̂

k) =

{
ωi, m j

s is nearest voxel of mi
r

0,otherwise
(8)

Then, by applying semantic association formula, those cor-
respondences pairs with contradictory semantic labels will
be rejected. For example, even m j

s is nearest voxel of mi
r,

ωi=0 if they do not belong to the same label.
2) Nonlinear Optimization: Solving nonlinear Optimiza-

tion is to minimize the log-likelihood of (9) based on the data
association established in last part. Here, probabilistic weight
ωi is applied to measure the weight of each corresponding
pair, where a smaller value means less weight.

T̂k+1 = max
T ∏

i∈NMr

∑
di∈D

ωi · p(Mi
r|d̂k+1

i ,T,M j
s) (9)

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Experiments are conducted on Semantic KITTI dataset
[24]. The experiments on Semantic KITTI dataset is exe-
cuted in a desktop PC with an Intel Core i7-6700HQ CPU
@2.60GHz, 24 GB RAM in a standard C++ environment.
The semantic segmentation model is trained by using the
cityscapes dataset [25]. LOAM [26] is applied for single
robot pose estimation, and Octomap [27] is utilized for
basic 3D geometry mapping at the resolution of 0.2m. The
communication between robots is established by long range
Wi-Fi with limited bandwidth.

In this experiment, we select Semantic KITTI 00, Seman-
tic KITTI 02, Semantic KITTI 07 to test the algorithm. To
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(a) Semantic KITTI 00 translation error
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(b) Semantic KITTI 02 translation error
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(c) Semantic KITTI 07 translation error
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(d) Semantic KITTI 00 rotation error
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(e) Semantic KITTI 02 rotation error
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(f) Semantic KITTI 07 rotation error

Fig. 5. Summary of robustness under 1331 initial perturbations. Translation error (top) and rotation error (bottom).

simulate two robots, we use a part of the dataset to generate
a 3D semantic map, and split the generated map into two
local maps for map matching.

Comparison Baseline: Most of the existing work either
focus on single robot semantic mapping or collaborative
geometry map matching. As no available work has addressed
this problem, the proposed algorithm is compared against
two latest geometry map matching algorithms Octo-Match
[6] and MFS-Match [8]. We aslo compare it with the well-
known dense registration algorithm GICP [12].

Error Metric: we first demonstrate extensive quantitative
results on Semantic KITTI datasets. We first split one map
into two submaps to simulate collaborative robots. The paper
compares the estimated transformation Te to the ground truth
Tg. The error4T is calculated as4T = Te ·T−1

g = {4R,4t}.
The 3D translation error et = ||4t|| and 3D rotation error
er = ||4R|| = arctan4R are Euclidean norm of and Euler
norm of the difference between ground-truth and output.

A. Matching Accuracy

According to the discussion above, there is a basic differ-
ence between map matching and dense registration. There-
fore, this experiment aims to show the matching accuracy of
COSEM compared with GICP. More specifically, we walked
through the optimization process of each algorithm to illus-
trate the internal process. In the Semantic KITTI 00 dataset,
the initial error is 15◦ rotation error on the yaw axis and
2m translation error in x-translation. The overlap between
the two maps is approximately 60%. Both algorithms have
converged to the correct global minimum (see Fig. 4a).

However, the proposed algorithm requires fewer iterations
than GICP. Our algorithm has converged after almost 10
iterations, while GICP requires more than 30 iterations to
converge properly. All in all, our algorithm greatly improves
the convergence speed. This is because our algorithm tends to
find the correct data associations and rejects those misleading
data associations.

In the Semantic KITTI 02 dataset, the initial misalignment
are 20◦ rotation error in yaw axes and 10m translation error
in x translation. The overlapping between two locals maps
is just 30%, which is quite challenging for traditional dense
registration algorithms. In this case, the estimation error
of GICP is unstable and failed to converge to the global
minimum (see Fig. 4b). The reason is due to the ambiguous
data association established by geometry matching process.
Compared with GICP, this algorithm makes full use of
semantic information to establish the correct correspondence
and gradually converges to the global minimum.

B. Robustness to Perturbations

The statistical testing results in three different dataset is
presented to show the robustness to error perturbations. Since
the initial transformation has random errors, we generate
a total of 1331 transformations for robustness testing. To
achieve that, a translation error from −10m to 10m in steps
of 2m is introduced along the x and y axes. In addition,
the map rotates from −25◦ to 25◦ (in steps of 5◦). For all
comparisons, the number of iterations is set to be 50.

Overall, Fig. 5 shows that the proposed algorithm outper-
forms other algorithms in the three datasets. The boxplot
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shows the median value with a red line and the mean value
with a green diamond. Red crosses are marked as outliers.
For the first dataset, all the algorithms achieve better results
than the other two datasets. The reason is due to the high
overlapping between two local maps (see Fig. 4a). However,
COSEM still performs far more better than GICP, Octo-
Match and MFS-Match. In the second dataset, the overlap
area is much lower, as shown in Fig. 4b. Therefore, the ability
to retrieve accurate transformation under this challenging
environment is of great significance. As shown in Fig. 5b and
5e, COSEM still shows significant improvements compared
to other algorithms. In the third dataset, the trend is aslo
clear that COSEM has the best performance.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper has established a collaborative probabilistic
semantic map matching framework (COSEM). COSEM in-
tegrates multi-modal information, semantic data association
and optimization in a general framework, which realizes
collaborative localization relying on semantic maps. In the
single robot level, semantic point cloud is obtained based
on heterogeneous sensor fusion model and used to gen-
erate local semantic maps. In the semantic map matching
process, COSEM incorporates semantic information into an
Expectation-Maximization probabilistic framework. Thanks
to the introduction of semantic information, the algorithm
is able to establish correct data association between voxels.
Extensive comparisons have been conducted on open source
benchmark, the results have shown the improved accuracy
and robustness. In the future, semantic information can be
further integrated into the collaborative robots autonomous
navigation. The robots will actively navigate at the object
level, which will enable the robot to better assist human in
daily life.
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